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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to improvements
in or related to quick hitches for excavators.

Terms/Definitions

’Arrangement’ :

[0002] The term arrangement is a technical term which
means a feature, or combination of features, (usually with
a given purpose). For example, a ’measuring arrange-
ment’ is a feature or features, to facilitate measuring. A
’holding arrangement’ is a feature or features, to facilitate
holding.

’Feature’:

[0003] The term ’feature’ is a broad term that includes
within its scope any feature under the Sun. A feature
may, for example, be an element, body, member, or may
even be an aperture (ie opening/hole or the such like).
Thus the term ’holding feature’ includes within its scope,
for example, any element, body, member, or even aper-
ture, to facilitate holding. A ’feature’ may also be a ’part’
of a broader feature; for example, if a part of an invention
is disclosed/claimed as comprising a ’padding feature’,
this does not limit the padding feature to being a separate
feature that is added to the invention (eg a sponge ele-
ment, adhered to the invention); the invention, for exam-
ple, may have a part made of sponge, or have an inner
sponge (or soft) layer- in such a case, if that part of the
invention is clearly of a material/nature that provides pad-
ding, then this falls within a scope of what is defined in
the present application as a ’padding feature’.

’Quick Hitch/Quick Coupler’

[0004] The present applications disclosed a quick hitch
(for an excavator). It will be known to those with skill in
the art that, whilst this term is often used in certain coun-
tries (such as the United Kingdom), the term ’quick cou-
pler’ (used for the same item) is often preferred in others,
most notably the United States. Thus the terms are in-
terchangeable, and applicant reserves the right to claim
the quick hitch either as a quick hitch, or as a quick cou-
pler.

Background

[0005] Standard excavator quick hitches are designed
to mimic (and facilitate) natural position of how a bucket
attachment is arranged, with the bucket faced towards
the excavator. If the bucket is reversed in the other di-
rection, the hydraulic bucket cylinder of the excavator
tends to already be 80% retracted, which restricts move-
ment of the bucket. This tends to mean the bucket cannot
scoop, or carry liquid concrete whilst its dipper arm/stick

is close to the excavator.
[0006] Since two of the main reasons that the bucket
on an excavator is reversed are so that it can transport
liquid concrete from a concrete truck to a foundation
trench, or so that it can excavate underneath a wall which
needs to be underpinned (or excavate underneath a pipe,
or duct, etc (or any other place)), not having full function
of the excavator/bucket in this orientation can be frus-
trating, and limiting.
[0007] The standard way used by excavator operators
to overcome this issue at the moment is to position the
excavator the maximum distance possible away from the
job at hand, and in so doing, the dipper arm/stick hydrau-
lic cylinder can be fully retracted, giving the reversed
bucket more (liquid) capacity. The problem is, a lot of
sites are restricted, and there isn’t enough room to
achieve this method.
[0008] It is also known that some operators, in desiring
to use two excavator attachments simultaneously, have
physically (and bespokely) engineered/welded a second
attachment (eg a rock breaker) onto an arm of an exca-
vator. However, no known quick hitch has been provided
that provides a plurality of mounting position arrange-
ments, or facilitates use of two excavator attachments,
attached/mounted simultaneously.
[0009] US Patent No. 5,533,682 describes a device for
crushing or cutting concrete etc. The device comprises
a frame that is coupled to the jib of an excavator. A fixed
jaw is fixed relative to the frame via a pivot pin and a
second pin. A movable jaw is connected to the frame via
the pivot pin and a pin connected to a setting cylinder,
and is pivotable about the pivot pin.

Summary

[0010] The present invention provides an excavator
quick hitch, comprising: a quick hitch body, the body com-
prising: a first mounting position arrangement for attach-
ing an excavator attachment in a first position; and a sec-
ond mounting position arrangement for attaching the
same excavator attachment in a second position; where-
in there is a shared mounting position arrangement por-
tion, shared between the mounting position arrange-
ments, the shared portion being substantially central be-
tween the mounting position arrangements.
[0011] With the two mounting position arrangements,
there is no longer any need for operators to use the long-
winded method/solution previously discussed, or to
stretch out the excavator arm in such circumstances.
Now, with the quick hitch solution as disclosed, the ex-
cavator arm can be used as normal, with the same result.
In terms of the problem regarding excavating under a
wall, pipe, duct (etc), with the inventive quick hitch dis-
closed, by now having full movement of the reversed
bucket, these jobs are made significantly easier and a
lot less dangerous, especially when working at the edge
of a bus lane, road or motorway (or any other location,
for example).
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Brief Description Of The Drawings

[0012] Examples of the present invention will now be
more particularly described, with reference to the accom-
panying drawings, by way of example only, in no way
limiting a scope of the invention, in which:

Figure 1 is a side, cut off (ie not showing a whole
excavator) view of part of an arm of an excavator,
showing a quick hitch embodying the invention, hav-
ing two mounting positions;

Figure 2 is a reverse side view of the same embod-
iment as shown in Figure 1, from the other side, this
time showing, in a lower mounting position, an ex-
cavator bucket attachment in a standard orientation
(reversed from what is shown in Fig. 1);

Figure 3 is a side, cut off view of a quick hitch com-
prising four attachment points, and showing a pos-
sible third mounting position arrangement provided
by the four attachment point example;

Figure 4 is a side, cut-off view, of a quick hitch having
a rock breaker attachment at a top mounting position,
and a bucket attachment in the lower mounting po-
sition, attached/mounted simultaneously;

Figure 5 shows a side view of a basic depiction of
an excavator using the quick hitch of Figure 1;

Figure 6 shows a side perspective view of the quick
hitch of Figure 1, wherein there are provided three
attachment points to facilitate the plurality of mount-
ing position arrangements; and

Figure 7 shows a side perspective view of the quick
hitch of Figure 3, wherein there are provided four
attachment points to facilitate the plurality of mount-
ing position arrangements.

Detailed Description

[0013] Referring to the drawings, there is shown an
excavator quick hitch 10 comprising: a quick hitch body
12, the body 12 comprising: a first mounting position ar-
rangement 14 for attaching an excavator attachment 18
in a first position; and a second mounting position ar-
rangement 16 for attaching the, or an alternate, excavator
attachment in a second position.
[0014] In one preferred embodiment, the first mounting
position arrangement 14 and second mounting position
arrangement 16 are provided by way of a three attach-
ment point arrangement, wherein the centre attachment
point is used as part of the first and second mounting
position arrangement. This is shown most clearly in Fig.
1 and Fig. 2 (as well as Fig. 5, and Fig. 6). In Fig. 2, a
first attachment point 501, second attachment point 502,

and third attachment point 503 are clearly shown. There
is shown a bucket attachment mounted substantially hor-
izontally via the quick hitch/quick coupler 10. There is
also represented a bucket attachment shown mounted
downwards, shown in dashed lines. What is being sug-
gested in this Figure is that the bucket attachment shown
can be mounted in either of the two positions. It is shown
mounted substantially horizontally, but the dashed line
version of the bucket is intended to suggest/show it can
also, if so desired, be removed, and mounted in the down-
wards (lower) mounting position.
[0015] Fig. 1 shows the significant potential benefit(s)
of the second position. For example, in Fig. 2, the (lower)
bucket attachment 18, 20 mounted to the first mounting
position arrangement 14 is shown in a standard orienta-
tion, faced towards the excavator (not shown). This is a
useful position for scooping, for example. However, if the
same bucket attachment is reversed (generating the po-
sition for the lower bucket attachment as seen in Fig. 1),
it can be seen that the angle of the bucket attachment is
very limited; for example, an operator would have to ex-
tend the arm of the excavator significantly in order to use
the lower attachment position for scooping, (or especially
for carrying) with the bucket attachment. Thus standard
quick hitches wherein there is only one such mounting
position arrangement (eg the lower mounting position)
may be very limited/restricted in movement and/or posi-
tion and/or operation of an attached attachment (such as
a bucket attachment).
[0016] However, with the second position (eg as the
bucket attachments are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, in the
second mounting position arrangement), the bucket can
be extremely useful for carrying. Bucket attachment(s)
18, 20 are simply shown by way of example only, and
any other attachment(s) 18 may be used).
[0017] (The term ’attachment point’ includes within its
scope the term ’mounting point’, which is also a good
term for such points).
[0018] It is clearly shown how attachment point 501
and 502, in the example, form the first mounting position
arrangement 14 (which, in the example, is a downward
(lower) mounting position arrangement). It is also clear
how attachment point 502 and 503, in the example, form
the second mounting position arrangement 16 (which, in
the example, is a substantially horizontal ((bucket) car-
rying) position, wherein the bucket (or any other excava-
tor attachment) can carry a load, the term ’load’ being an
extremely broad term including within its scope any mat-
ter and/or thing. The matter could be, for example, solid
(such as rock, for example). The matter could be, for
example, a fluid.
[0019] Thus in the example of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the
first mounting position arrangement 14 and second
mounting position arrangement 16 are provided by way
of a three attachment point arrangement, wherein the
centre attachment point 502 is used as part of the first
and second mounting position arrangement.
[0020] In an alternative quick hitch, the first mounting
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position arrangement and second mounting position ar-
rangement are provided by way of a four attachment point
arrangement. This is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 (as well
as Fig. 7), where a first attachment point 601, second
attachment point 602, third attachment point 603, and
fourth attachment point 604 are clearly shown. By way
of example, bucket attachment(s) 18, 20 are shown in
the first mounting position, and the second mounting po-
sition, here shown in a scooping position/orientation, al-
though any excavator attachment shown in the present
application, (whichever orientation it is shown mounted
in), (and in fact any excavator attachment), may be either
mounted in the standard, or reverse/inverse, position,
and may be provided claimed in either/any orientation.
[0021] In such an alternative quick hitch, the middle
two (ie 602, 603) of the four attachment points may be
usable as a third mounting position arrangement 22. This
is denoted/shown by the dashed depiction of a bucket
attachment 18, 20 in Fig. 3, shown mounted in the third
mounting position, via attachment points 602, 603.
[0022] Preferably the second mounting position ar-
rangement is substantially at 90 degrees to the first
mounting position arrangement. This is shown in all the
examples shown. The term ’substantially’ here means
within twenty five degrees of 90 degrees- ie if the first
mounting position is a directly downward mounting posi-
tion, preferably the second mounting position (or any al-
ternate mounting position, which therefore could be
called the second mounting position) is between 65 and
115 degrees difference in angle from the first mounting
position.
[0023] It may be possible for the first mounting position
arrangement and the second mounting position arrange-
ment to hold different excavator attachments, simultane-
ously, for use. Several examples of this are shown or
suggested in the Figures. However, the best example is
shown in Fig. 4, wherein a bucket attachment 18, 20 is
shown in the first mounting position, and a rock breaker
attachment 18, 22 is shown in the second mounting po-
sition. In this way, an excavator can be operated, with
the operator operating the rock breaker attachment to
break rock, and then operating the bucket attachment to
clear the rock/debris that has been broken by the rock
breaker, without ever needing to change/mount attach-
ments during the operation (which would otherwise be
required if only one mounting position arrangement were
available, and therefore only one attachment usable at
a time). This can save a lot of time and labour in operation
of an excavator. Thus, as shown, in one example em-
bodiment, the first mounting position 14 arrangement
holds an excavator bucket attachment 18, 20, and the
second mounting position arrangement 16 holds an ex-
cavator rock breaker attachment 18, 22.
[0024] The second mounting position arrangement (or
any of the mounting position arrangements provided)
may be an upright bucket carrying position, where the
top (upper) mounting positions are, for the sake of the
present application, considered to be upright bucket car-

rying positions. This is clearly shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and
Fig. 5. The first mounting position arrangement (or any
of the mounting position arrangements provided) prefer-
ably provides a downward mounting position. This is
shown clearly in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,
all of which show or denote that an excavator attachment
(eg a bucket attachment, or any other excavator attach-
ment) can be mounted downwards, via the quick
hitch/quick coupler 10.
[0025] As stated, the quick hitch body 12 may allow for
or provide a third mounting position arrangement. An ex-
ample of this is shown in Fig. 3. However, this is just an
example, and it is feasible the quick hitch may comprise
a third mounting position arrangement, not limited to the
example of Fig. 3, wherein the third mounting position
arrangement uses attachment point(s) from the first and
second mounting position arrangement. Thus the third
mounting position arrangement may comprise its own
attachment point(s), not using attachment point(s) from
the first and second mounting position arrangement.
[0026] (It will be obvious that the attachment points pro-
vided in the present application are provided by way of
example, and the mounting position arrangements may
use/comprise any mounting/attachment arrange-
ment/means to facilitate mounting/attaching an excava-
tor attachment(s). For example, although the mounting
position arrangement examples shown in the drawings
tend to comprise two attachment points, it is feasible (es-
pecially if a bespoke excavator attachment (eg bespoke
bucket attachment) is provided/used with the quick hitch)
that the or a mounting position arrangement(s) may, for
example comprise more than one attachment point to
facilitate attachment, or may, for example, comprise only
one attachment point. For example, a (possibly bespoke)
excavator attachment (such as a bucket attachment, for
example) may be provided that has a surface (or any
point) configured to ’lock’ (or attach in any way) to a sur-
face (or any point) of the or a mounting position arrange-
ment, perhaps thus not requiring two (or more) attach-
ment points, but instead locking directly from surface (or
any point) of the excavator attachment to surface (or any
point) of the quick hitch/mounting position. This would be
an example of a mounting position arrangement com-
prising only one attachment point. The mounting position
arrangements may comprise two attachment points (as
shown in the example Figures). One of the intents of this
is to allow for standard excavator attachments (eg such
as bucket attachments) already readily available, and
used/owned by many excavator owners and/or opera-
tors, to be usable with the quick hitch, without requiring
bespoke excavator attachments. Thus the quick hitch
mounting position arrangements preferably allow for a
standard excavator attachment (eg bucket attachment)
to be attached/mounted.)
[0027] To describe the Figures in more detail (shown
by way of example only), in Fig. 1, what is shown (by way
of example) is shown comprising a bucket cylinder 26; a
bucket link 28; a tipping link 30; a dipper arm/stick 32; a
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lifting eye 34; and a bucket (or any excavator attachment)
release mechanism 36 (ie an attachment release mech-
anism 36). The example attachment release mechanism
36 is shown provided at a side of the quick hitch 10 (and
thus body 12), but may be provided anywhere about the
body 12 of the quick hitch (for a manual type release
mechanism), or alternatively an automated release
mechanism may be provided, which may be controlled
by the operator (eg from inside a vehicle body of an ex-
cavator). Any or all of the features shown may be provid-
ed.
[0028] The bucket 18, 20, in Fig. 1, (shown in the sub-
stantially horizontal mounting position), is shown in a re-
versed bucket position. The dashed bucket 18, 20 of Fig.
1 is shown in a reversed bucket position. Thus it can be
seen, the same excavator attachment can be used in
either the first, or the second, mounting position. This
can be useful, for example, in that having the two mount-
ing positions allows the bucket (and/or a bucket hydraulic
cylinder) optimal freedom of movement, whether the
bucket is facing the excavator, or facing away from the
excavator. Of course, different excavator attachments 18
(not limited to the same bucket attachment) can be used
on either of the mounting position arrangements.
[0029] Fig. 2 is simply a view of the embodiment as
shown in Fig. 1, from a reverse side angle (now with the
bucket 18, 20 shown in a standard position on the lower
position arrangement). Given that in the embodiment
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, all features are simply the
same, shown from the reverse angle (ie preferably the
quick hitch 10 is symmetrical), the features are not all
numbered since they are clearly the same features as
shown (and numbered) in Fig. 1. Thus preferably the
quick hitch is symmetrical, although it is feasible the quick
hitch may be provided/built in a way that is not symmet-
rical. It may, feasibly, be close, but not exactly, symmet-
rical, when viewed from a side angle.
[0030] In Fig. 3 (also showing many of the same fea-
tures, but showing an alternative quick hitch in action), it
is shown how there can be three mounting position ar-
rangements. In the example, this is achieved via a four
attachment point arrangement, wherein the middle two
attachment points form (or are used to form) the third
mounting position arrangement. Thus it is shown the
same (or an alternate) excavator attachment can be used
via the plurality of mounting position arrangements. (The
four attachment point arrangement providing a third
mounting position arrangement is optional).
[0031] Referring to Fig. 4, there is shown the alterna-
tive quick hitch 10 of Fig. 3, now showing a bucket mount-
ed (downwards) in the standard bucket position via the
first mounting position arrangement, and a rock breaker
attachment mounted via the second mounting position
arrangement (preferably substantially horizontally, as
shown). Thus, two excavator attachments can be used
simultaneously via the quick hitch. (It is feasible even
more than two excavator attachments could be mount-
ed/attached simultaneously (for use) via the quick hitch).

Thus there is shown in Fig. 4 a rock breaker attachment
attached in the top mounting position, and a bucket at-
tachment attached at the bottom (lower) mounting posi-
tion. Thus, in the example, there is no need to change
attachments, in use, and no need for two separate exca-
vators to work together, each having one of the two
shown attachments. Instead, the arrangements shown
allows the excavator to both break rock with the rock
breaker 18, 22, then clear the debris with the bucket 18,
20.
[0032] In Fig. 5, an excavator 40 is shown, which com-
prises the quick hitch 10. The excavator is shown com-
prising a vehicle body 42. The vehicle body 42 is shown,
in the example, comprising an operator’s/driver’s area
44, and a drive element 46 (which is usually provided by
way of a track, but may feasibly comprise wheel(s), or
any other drive element). The excavator 40 is shown
comprising what is generally termed, for the present ap-
plication, an arm 48, which is depicted in crude terms for
representational purposes only. The arm is shown ex-
tending towards the quick hitch 10. There are shown (for
representational purposes) an excavator attachment(s)
attached via the quick hitch 10, and thus operable.
[0033] Referring to Fig. 6, there is shown an example
embodiment of the quick hitch 10 from a side perspective
view, wherein the first mounting position arrangement 14
and second mounting position arrangement 16 are pro-
vided by way of a three attachment point arrangement,
wherein the centre attachment point 502 is used as part
of the first and second mounting position arrangement.
(Such as, for example, as shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and
Fig. 5).
[0034] The example of Fig. 6 is shown comprising any
or all of: a bucket link attachment arrangement 50 to fa-
cilitate attachment to a bucket link (the example shown
comprising two (or any amount of) excavator bucket link
pin connection position (s)); a dipper arm/stick attach-
ment arrangement 52 to facilitate attachment to a dipper
arm/stick (the example shown comprising two (or any
amount of) excavator dipper arm/stick pin connection po-
sition (s)); a primary locking arrangement for both mount-
ing position arrangements (comprising, in the example,
a shown primary locking feature 54); a secondary locking
arrangement for the first (lower) mounting position ar-
rangement (comprising, in the example, a shown sec-
ondary locking feature 56); and a secondary locking ar-
rangement for the second (upper/top) mounting position
arrangement (comprising, in the example, a shown sec-
ondary locking feature 58). (Such ’locking arrange-
ment(s)’ may be claimed as ’locking mechanism(s)’)
[0035] Referring to Fig. 7, there is shown an alternative
quick hitch 10 from a side perspective view, wherein the
first mounting position arrangement 14 and second
mounting position arrangement 16 are provided by way
of a four attachment point arrangement. (Such as, for
example, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). Again, in the
example, the first mounting position arrangement 14 is
shown comprising attachment points 601 and 602; the
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second mounting position arrangement 16 is shown com-
prising attachment points 603 and 604 (as previously
shown/described).
[0036] Attachment points 602 and 603 may feasibly
form a third mounting position arrangement (as described
(and shown) particularly with reference to Fig. 3).
[0037] The example of Fig. 6 is shown comprising any
or all of: a bucket link attachment arrangement 50 to fa-
cilitate attachment to a bucket link (the example shown
comprising two (or any amount of) excavator bucket link
pin connection position (s)); a dipper arm/stick attach-
ment arrangement 52 to facilitate attachment to a dipper
arm/stick (the example shown comprising two (or any
amount of) excavator dipper arm/stick pin connection po-
sition (s)); a primary locking arrangement for the first (low-
er) mounting position arrangement (comprising, in the
example, a shown primary locking feature 60); a primary
locking arrangement for the second (upper/top) mounting
position arrangement (comprising, in the example, a
shown primary locking feature 62); a secondary locking
arrangement for the first (lower) mounting position ar-
rangement (comprising, in the example, a shown sec-
ondary locking feature 64); and a secondary locking ar-
rangement for the second (upper/top) mounting position
arrangement (comprising, in the example, a shown sec-
ondary locking feature 66). (’Locking arrangement(s)’
may be claimed as ’locking mechanism(s)’).
[0038] As stated, the example of Fig. 7 can allow for
simultaneous mounting (and usage) of two separate ex-
cavator attachments (as shown, for example, in Fig. 4).
[0039] The term ’body’ is a broad term, and it is feasible
the body 12 of the quick hitch may be provided, for ex-
ample, in multiple parts, coming together to form the quick
hitch (and thus to form the quick hitch body), or as one
part. For example, referring to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, if the
part(s) of the quick hitch body that comprise the arrange-
ments to facilitate attachment to the bucket link and/or
dipper arm/stick are provided as a separate part(s), which
is then attached (preferably by welding) to the part(s) of
the quick hitch body that comprise the mounting position
arrangements, nevertheless, the parts, together, are
considered to be part of the quick hitch 10, and thus part
of the quick hitch body 12. Thus all that is seen in Fig. 6
and Fig. 7, even if provided as separate parts that are
put (eg welded) together, is considered to be the quick
hitch body. Thus the quick hitch body may be provided
by way of multiple parts, coming together to form the
quick hitch body.
[0040] (Thus the term ’body’ is a broad term, and may
be seen interchangeably with the term ’unit’. Thus the
quick hitch body may be claimed as a quick hitch unit,
and the terms ’body’ and ’unit’ are seen as interchange-
able.)
[0041] The quick hitches shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7,
shown removed from/not attached to the excavator arm,
thus show the quick hitch 10 being removably attachable.
[0042] It will be obvious to those with skill in the art that
the quick hitch 10 may be provided in many different siz-

es.

In Use

[0043] An example(s) will now be described in use, de-
scribed by way of example only, and in no way limiting a
scope of the invention.
[0044] Thus, referring in use (by way of example) to a
quick hitch comprising four attachment points (as shown,
for example, in Figs. 3, 4 and 7), with both primary and
secondary locking mechanisms disengaged on the first
mounting position, the machine operator will at first pick
up the first attachment using a mounting/attachment
point 601 on the bottom (lower) first mounting position
arrangement of the quick hitch with one of the pins of the
attachment depending on preferred orientation then will
by moving the machine allow the excavator attachment
to gravitate towards the second mounting/attachment
point 602 of the (lower) first mounting position arrange-
ment. Once the correct position has been obtained the
machine operator will either manually or automatically
engage the locking mechanism depending on the type
of quick hitch, securing the first excavator attachment to
the first mounting position arrangement of the quick hitch.
[0045] Then once the primary and secondary locking
mechanisms on/of the second mounting position are dis-
engaged the machine operator will pick up the second
excavator attachment using the top mounting point 604
on the top (second) mounting position arrangement of
the quick hitch with one of the pins of the attachment
depending on preferred orientation, then will by moving
the machine allow the excavator attachment to gravitate
towards the second mounting point 603 of the second
mounting position arrangement. Once the correct posi-
tion has been obtained the operator will either manually
or automatically engage the locking mechanism (s)/ar-
rangement(s) depending on the type of quick hitch, se-
curing the second excavator attachment to the second
mounting position arrangement of the quick hitch.
[0046] Once both attachments are secured, the oper-
ator can choose to use whichever attachment is required
by using the excavator bucket cylinder to rotate between
them. If the machine operator chooses to connect just
one attachment to the quick hitch whilst following the
mounting procedure set out above, he/she is free to do
so, as both mounting position arrangements have inde-
pendent locking arrangement(s) /mechanism(s) (which
may be automatic and/or semi-automatic and/or manu-
al).
[0047] Now referring in use, (by way of example) to a
quick hitch comprising three attachment points (as
shown, for example, in Figs. 1, 2, 5, and 6), with both
primary and secondary locking mechanisms disengaged
the machine operator can choose to switch between the
first mounting position arrangement and the second
mounting position arrangement. To obtain the first
mounting position for the attachment, the machine oper-
ator ideally picks up the attachment using the back at-
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tachment point 501 of the first mounting position arrange-
ment on the bottom of the quick hitch with one of the pins
of the attachment depending on the preferred orientation
and by moving the machine allow the attachment to grav-
itate towards the common attachment point 502 at the
bottom front of the quick hitch. Once the correct position
has been obtained the machine operator will either man-
ually or automatically engage the locking mechanism(s)
/arrangement(s) depending on the type of quick hitch.
The attachment is now ready to use.
[0048] To obtain the second mounting position the ma-
chine operator will first disengage the attachment from
the first mounting position arrangement and then pick up
the same (or any other) attachment, using the top mount-
ing point 503 of the second mounting position arrange-
ment with one of the pins of the attachment depending
on the preferred orientation and by moving the machine
allow the attachment to gravitate towards the common
mounting position 502 at the bottom front of the quick
hitch. Once the correct position has been obtained the
machine operator will either manually or automatically
engage the locking mechanism(s) /arrangement(s) de-
pending on the type of quick hitch. The attachment is
now ready to use.
[0049] The above is provided by way of example only,
and various other modifications will be apparent to per-
sons skilled in the art without departing from the scope
of the invention as defined in the appended claims.

Claims

1. An excavator quick hitch (10), comprising:

a quick hitch body (12), the body comprising:

a first mounting position arrangement (14)
for attaching an excavator attachment
(18,20) in a first position; and
a second mounting position arrangement
(16) for attaching the same excavator at-
tachment (18,20) in a second position;

wherein there is a shared mounting position ar-
rangement portion (502), shared between the
mounting position arrangements (14,16), the
shared portion (502) being substantially central
between the mounting position arrangements.

2. An excavator quick hitch as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the second mounting position arrangement
(16) is substantially at 90 degrees to the first mount-
ing position arrangement (14).

3. An excavator quick hitch as claimed in claim 1 or
claim 2, wherein the shared portion comprises an
attachment point (502).

4. An excavator quick hitch as claimed in claim 3,
wherein the attachment point (502) of the shared por-
tion is a central attachment point.

5. An excavator quick hitch as claimed in claim 4,
wherein the first mounting position arrangement (14)
and second mounting position arrangement (16) are
provided by way of a three attachment point arrange-
ment (501, 502, 503), and the central attachment
point (502) is the central attachment point of the three
attachment points.

6. An excavator (40), comprising:

an excavator vehicle body (42);
an arm (48) extending from the vehicle body;
and
an excavator quick hitch (10) as claimed in any
of the preceding claims.

Patentansprüche

1. Baggerschnellkupplung (10), die Folgendes um-
fasst:

einen Schnellkupplungskörper (12), wobei der
Körper Folgendes umfasst:

eine erste Befestigungspositionsanord-
nung (14) zum Anbringen eines Bagger-An-
baugeräts (18, 20) an einer ersten Position;
und
eine zweite Befestigungspositionsanord-
nung (16) zum Anbringen desselben Bag-
ger-Anbaugeräts (18, 20) an einer zweiten
Position;

wobei es einen geteilten Befestigungspositions-
anordnungsabschnitt (502) gibt, den sich die
Befestigungspositionsanordnungen (14, 16) tei-
len, wobei der geteilte Abschnitt (502) im We-
sentlichen mittig zwischen den Befestigungspo-
sitionsanordnungen liegt.

2. Baggerschnellkupplung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
zweite Befestigungspositionsanordnung (16) im
Wesentlichen 90 Grad zur ersten Befestigungsposi-
tionsanordnung (14) liegt.

3. Baggerschnellkupplung nach Anspruch 1 oder An-
spruch 2, wobei der geteilte Abschnitt einen Anbau-
punkt (502) umfasst.

4. Baggerschnellkupplung nach Anspruch 3, wobei der
Anbaupunkt (502) des geteilten Abschnitts ein mit-
tiger Anbaupunkt ist.
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5. Baggerschnellkupplung nach Anspruch 4, wobei die
erste Befestigungspositionsanordnung (14) und die
zweite Befestigungspositionsanordnung (16) durch
eine Anordnung mit drei Anbaupunkten (501, 502,
503) bereitgestellt werden und der mittige Anbau-
punkt (502) der mittige Anbaupunkt der drei Anbau-
punkte ist.

6. Bagger (40), der Folgendes umfasst:

eine Baggerfahrzeugkarosserie (42);
einen Arm (48), der sich von der Fahrzeugka-
rosserie aus erstreckt; und
eine Baggerschnellkupplung (10) nach einem
der vorhergehenden Ansprüche.

Revendications

1. Attelage rapide pour excavatrice (10), comprenant :

un châssis d’attelage rapide (12), le châssis
comprenant :

un agencement de première position de
montage (14) pour attacher une attache
d’excavatrice (18, 20) dans une première
position ; et
un agencement de deuxième position de
montage (16) pour attacher la même atta-
che d’excavatrice (18, 20) dans une deuxiè-
me position ;

une portion d’agencement de position de mon-
tage partagée (502) étant partagée entre les
agencements de position de montage (14, 16),
la portion partagée (502) étant située sensible-
ment centralement entre les agencements de
position de montage.

2. Attelage rapide pour excavatrice selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel l’agencement de deuxième posi-
tion de montage (16) est disposé sensiblement à 90
degrés par rapport à l’agencement de première po-
sition de montage (14).

3. Attelage rapide pour excavatrice selon la revendica-
tion 1 ou la revendication 2, dans lequel la portion
partagée comprend un point d’attache (502) .

4. Attelage rapide pour excavatrice selon la revendica-
tion 3, dans lequel le point d’attache (502) de la por-
tion partagée est un point d’attache central.

5. Attelage rapide pour excavatrice selon la revendica-
tion 4, dans lequel l’agencement de première posi-
tion de montage (14) et l’agencement de deuxième
position de montage (16) sont fournis par le biais

d’un agencement à trois points d’attache (501, 502,
503) et le point d’attache central (502) est le point
d’attache central des trois points d’attache.

6. Excavatrice (40), comprenant :

un châssis de véhicule d’excavatrice (42) ;
un bras (48) s’étendant depuis le châssis de
véhicule ; et
un attelage rapide pour excavatrice (10) selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précéden-
tes.
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